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This game is currently in Early Access 0.8.0

ArchMMO 2 is a Voxel 3D MMORPG with races, factions, guilds, parties, pets, mounts, PvP, PvE, quests, and an open-world
map! Explore the world of Arch today!

ArchMMO 2 is being upgraded and developed every day, and now, it's on Steam. Steam is the best platform for an indie game
to gather attention. Thank you for playing ArchMMO 2, and I can't wait to see what's going to happen in the future!
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Currently, Weapons are a big thing I want to keep adding to. Every update will include new weapons, up to level 50! This will
increase a large amount of gameplay!

GOALS

Quests, quests, quests! A needed addition to all MMO's. I am working extra hard on creating meaningful quests for the Human
class in the game. Currently, the human class is the only fully supported class. The Undead will be after at-least 50+ quests are

made for the human race. More quests = more enemies, more items, more weapons, and more people.

Magic and Skills are also a hugely important part of the game. I want to have some creative buffs, debuffs, and castings. This is
all being implemented in a later update. Quests and items are the priority right now.
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Title: ArchMMO 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
CG Creations
Publisher:
CG Creations
Franchise:
ArchMMO
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i3-4130

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GT 630

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Sound

English
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So, it's been 4 days now since the last hotfix. Cannot gain XP after level 13, the main quest chain is still bugged and cannot be
completed. Now to top it all off, the Day 0 Benefits and Perks that were to be delivered on 4\/17 are nowhere to be found with
no update from the developer.

Looks like this is going to go the same way as every other early access game. Money taken and promises not kept.. So, it's been
4 days now since the last hotfix. Cannot gain XP after level 13, the main quest chain is still bugged and cannot be completed.
Now to top it all off, the Day 0 Benefits and Perks that were to be delivered on 4\/17 are nowhere to be found with no update
from the developer.

Looks like this is going to go the same way as every other early access game. Money taken and promises not kept.. Dont buy
this!!! Open world in this game - 7 npc and 50 mobs. 100% trash.. So, it's been 4 days now since the last hotfix. Cannot gain XP
after level 13, the main quest chain is still bugged and cannot be completed. Now to top it all off, the Day 0 Benefits and Perks
that were to be delivered on 4\/17 are nowhere to be found with no update from the developer.

Looks like this is going to go the same way as every other early access game. Money taken and promises not kept.. Dont buy
this!!! Open world in this game - 7 npc and 50 mobs. 100% trash.
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Dont buy this!!! Open world in this game - 7 npc and 50 mobs. 100% trash.
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